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Abstract: Diabetes is a metabolic disorder arising from complex interactions between multiple
genetic and/or environmental factors. The characteristic high blood sugar levels result from either
lack of the hormone insulin (type 1 diabetes, T1D), or because body tissues do not respond to
the hormone (type 2 diabetes, T2D). T1D patients currently need exogenous insulin for life,
while for T2D patients who do not respond to diet and exercise regimes, oral anti-diabetic drugs
(OADs) and sometimes insulin are administered to help keep their blood glucose as normal as
possible. As neither the administration of insulin nor OADs is curative, many patients develop
tissue degenerative processes that result in life-threatening diabetes comorbidities. Several surveys
of medicinal plants used as anti-diabetic agents amongst different peoples have been published.
Some of this interest is driven by the ongoing diabetes pandemic coupled with the inadequacies
associated with the current state of-the-art care and management of the syndrome. However,
there is a huge cleft between traditional medicine and modern (Western) medicine, with the
latter understandably demanding meaningful and scientific validation of anecdotal evidence for
acceptance of the former. The main problems for clinical evaluation of medicinal plants with
promising anti-diabetic properties reside both with the complexity of components of the plant
materials and with the lack of full understanding of the diabetes disease etiology. This review is
therefore focused on why research activities involving an integration of Systems Biology-based
technologies of pharmacogenomics, metabolomics, and bioinformatics with standard clinical data,
should be used for cost-effective validation of the safety and anti-diabetic efficacy of promising
medicinal plants. The application of such approaches to studying entire mixtures of plant materials
will ensure proper elucidation of novel therapies with improved mechanisms of action, as well
as facilitate a personalized clinical use of medicinal plants as anti-diabetic agents.
Keywords: medicinal plants, anti-diabetes therapy, natural products, systems biology, ’omics
technologies, drug discovery
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With the current emphasis on finding lead compounds for specific diseases through
rational protein-targeted, structure-based designs, high-throughput bioassay-based
screening, and virtual screenings, it is easy to forget that metformin has its origins in
the use of the humble French lilac in European folk medicine (Galega officinalis, Fam:
Fabaceae).1 The inspiration for the synthesis of biguanides like metformin, came from a
guanidine derivative – galegine, an active component of Galega officinalis.2 Metformin
is currently the first-line drug of choice recommended for managing type 2 diabetes
(T2D), by both the American Diabetes Association and European Association for the
Study of Diabetes.3 In this review we explore the possibilities for finding innovative
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and more effective treatments for curbing the current scourge
of diabetes, by mining the therapeutic potentials in other
medicinal plants used in traditional medicine.
Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic disorder which arises
from complex interactions between multiple genetic and
environmental or lifestyle factors. This chronic disease
is characterized by the presence of hyperglycemia due to
defective insulin secretion, insulin action, or both. Long-term
diabetes is associated with several comorbidities, such as
erectile dysfunction, blindness, poor wound healing, kidney
failure, heart disease, etc; as a result of considerable damage,
dysfunction, and failure of various organs that develop as the
disease progresses.
The incidence of diabetes worldwide is now estimated to
be around 366 million, far beyond the 285 million projected
by WHO for 2010 from global statistics gathered in 2008.4
This means that there may have been more than 4 million
deaths or 6.8% of global mortality in 2010 that could be
attributed directly or indirectly to diabetes,5 and explains why
global diabetes health expenditure in 2010 was estimated at
€263 billion or 12% of total global health care costs.6 The
two major forms of the syndrome result from either lack of
the metabolism regulatory hormone, insulin (type 1 diabetes,
T1D), or because body tissues fail to respond to the hormone
(T2D). The majority or 90% of patients with diabetes have
T2D. As insulin is crucial for the maintenance of life, T1D
patients depend on externally administered insulin, while for
T2D patients who do not respond to diet and exercise regimes,
oral anti-diabetes drugs (OADs) and sometimes external
insulin are administered to help keep their blood glucose
as normal as possible. According to the data from WHO,
the highest increases in diabetes prevalence are amongst
low- and middle-income countries, predominantly within
the 40–59 years age group, although a tendency is seen for
onset at a younger age.7 Thus, apart from the astronomical
global health care costs involved in treating and managing
diabetes, this disease imposes additional social economic
burdens from lost productivity and foregone economic
growth. Therefore, there is a need for the development of more
effective preventive solutions and therapeutic approaches
that address and abolish the reduction in life expectancy
and life quality imposed by diabetes and its complications
or comorbidities.
While obesity and lack of exercise are the primary
environmental factors known to be closely associated
with the global T2D upsurge, advances in genome wide
screenings have only revealed a few genes that increase
the risk of developing the illness. For example, the gene
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IFIH1, which codes for interferon induced with helicase
C domain 1, has been implicated in the etiology of T1D.8
Some variants of the Beta3-adrenergic receptor gene, 9
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor- (PPARgamma)
gene in both Caucasian10 and Chinese11 patients, PPARgamma co-activator 1-alpha gene (PCG-1), 12 and the
gene coding for the T-cell specific transcription factor –
TCF7L2,13 have been linked to higher risks of developing
T2D. However, it is not clear how environmental factors
interact with the gene products to cause the disease. The
current understanding of the pathophysiology of T2D
is that several factors referred to as the ‘ominous octet’
underlie the disease development and progression into
tissue degenerations and the diabetic complications like
cardiovascular diseases, amputation, poor wound healing, etc.14 The components of the ominous octet include:
pancreatic α-cell and b-cell dysfunction, increased hepatic
glucose production, decreased insulin-sensitivity in
muscle, adipocytes and central nervous system, reduced
gastrointestinal incretin secretion/sensitivity and enhanced
glucose reabsorption in kidneys14

Current diabetes therapy
and associated problems
According to the road map for diabetes research that was
recently commissioned by the European Research Council
(DIAMAP),15 the status of current anti-diabetes treatment
can be summarized as follows:
‘Today, there is no cure for this disease; while new drugs
and a holistic approach to treatment have certainly improved
the prognosis for individuals with diabetes and their quality
of life, the menace, morbidity and increased mortality from
micro- and macro-vascular complications remain.’

Similarly, the latest statement of the American Diabetes
Association’s Standards of Medical Care in Diabetes16 states
that:
‘Diabetes is a chronic illness that requires continuing
medical care and on-going patient self-management
education and support to prevent acute complications and
to reduce the risk of long-term complications. Diabetes care
is complex and requires that many issues, beyond glycemic
control, be addressed.’

As diabetes is commonly regarded as a disorder involving
chronically elevated blood sugar levels, anti-diabetic therapy
has to a large extent been ‘glucose fixated’. This means that
the therapeutic agents that are currently used to treat or
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manage diabetes work directly or indirectly by regularizing/
normalizing blood glucose levels. They include:
1. Insulin for T1D patients who lack the hormone, and
for T2D patients who exhibit poor blood glucose
management and are unable to meet or keep within safe
glycemic goals.
2. Agents that increase the amount of insulin secreted
by the pancreas – sulfonylureas (eg, amaryl marketed
by Sanofi-Aventis, Paris, France) and new generation
incretins and glucagon-like peptide analogs and agonists;
(eg, tolbutamide, glimepiride; and the newer exenatide
[Amylin Pharmaceuticals, San Diego, CA and Eli Lilly
and Company, Indianapolis, IN)], liraglutide [Novo
Nordisk, Bagsværd, Denmark, etc]).
3. Agents which increase the sensitivity of target tissues like
skeletal muscle to insulin, eg, biguanides and thiazolidinediones; (includes metformin and pioglitazone).
4. Agents that decrease the rate at which glucose is absorbed
from the gastrointestinal tract, (eg, acarbose and miglitol).
Alpha-glucosidase inhibition of alpha-amylase in the
gut by foods and nutritional supplements also decrease
glucose uptake.
5. Bariatric surgery for adults with BMI .35 kg/m2 and T2D,
especially where the diabetes or associated comorbidities
are difficult to control with lifestyle and pharmacologic
interventions.
The choice of anti-diabetic therapy is therefore highly
dependent on the clinical assessment of the individual
patients. All the above measures serve their purpose to
some extent, and apart from bariatric surgery (as indicated
in small trials),17 the disease is neither cured nor is the
development of the adverse complications associated
with long-term diabetes prevented. However, bariatric
surgery is costly in the short term and has some serious
risks as it is highly invasive and requires dramatic changes
in lifestyles; eg, the need to eat only fluid food. Finally,
the procedure is not yet available to patients who are
not severely obese because the mechanisms of diabetes
remission (ie, blood glucose normalization without
medications) and the long-term benefits and risks are yet
to be properly defined.

Medicinal plants in diabetes care
and management
Much of the world’s population depends on plant materials
for food and life sustenance. Given the proximity and
availability of plants and humans in their common evolution,
it is not surprising that many cultures have also used plant
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materials when seeking solutions to different ailments. The
WHO fact sheet No 134 estimates that 80% of the population
in Asia and Africa depend on traditional medicine (of which
herbal medicines are the major part), for their primary
health care.18
There are four basic ways in which medicinal plants that
are used in traditional medicine become valuable tools in
modern medicine:19
• As direct sources of therapeutic agents in the form of plant
powders, extracts, or phytochemicals (eg, the alkaloid
D-tubocurarine, a skeletal muscle relaxant that was used
adjunctively in anesthesia, was extracted from the South
American jungle plant Chondrodendron tomentosum).20
• As starting points or building blocks of semi-synthetic
compounds.
• As models for new synthetic compounds. Cocaine from
the Coca plant, Erythroxylum coca, has served as a model
for the synthesis of a number of local anesthetics such as
procaine.21
• As taxonomic markers for the discovery of new
compounds. From a phytochemical standpoint, other
species of the same family may contain more and perhaps,
better forms of the desired end products.
According to the definitions in the opening editorial of
Botanics: Targets and Therapy, botanical pharmaceutical
preparations are used either as plant materials or in the form of
phytochemicals.22 Herbal or plant materials are standardized
herbal pharmaceutical preparations consisting of complex
mixtures of one or more plants which contain plant parts
or plant extracts in the crude or processed state as active
ingredients, while phytochemicals are selected fractions of
the plant extracts with health-related bioactivity.

Plants with potential anti-diabetic activity
Plants are very smart biochemists, making over 200,000
unique secondary metabolites in both food and non-food
plant materials. The terminology nutraceutical is often used to
distinguish between the plant-derived compounds isolated or
purified from foods and generally sold in medicinal forms;
from the herbal pharmaceutical preparations which originate
in non-food plant materials. In this review, a distinction
was not made between the two terminologies, except to
acknowledge that particular attention to foods naturally
rich in nutraceuticals with proven anti-diabetic properties,
or artificially enriched with such compounds, as is the case
in ‘functional foods’, will definitely help with improving
glycemic control and in delaying the development of diabetic
complications. Examples of such a scenario can be found in
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a review by Srinivasan, who outlined the scientific basis for
the beneficial physiological effects of most of the commonly
used spices in Indian cooking.23
Extensive surveys and reviews on ethnobotanical infor
mation and scientific investigations of medicinal plants used
for treating diseases with diabetes-like symptoms abound in
the literature as summarized in Table 1. The list is by no means
exhaustive and is only included as a guide to researchers
and practitioners. In a systematic review of the published
literature on the efﬁcacy and safety of herbal therapies and
vitamin/mineral supplements for glucose control, Yeh et al
observed that a majority of the plant-sourced medicines
appear to be safe in the doses administered.24 However, for
most of the concoctions, there is often insufficient evidence
to draw definitive conclusions about their efficacy. The
few herbals with evidence for anti-diabetic efficacy from
adequately designed randomized and placebo-controlled
trials include Coccinia indica,25 American ginseng (Panax
quinquefolius L.),26 Cinnamon,27 (tree bark of the species
Cinnamomum sp.) and the Rauvolfia-Citrus decoction.28
Within the last two decades, there has been a renaissance
of interest in Western countries for treatment solutions known
in local traditional medicine and considerable adoption
of foreign traditional medicinal practices, particularly of
Chinese and Ayurvedic origins.19 Whether this phenomenon
is driven by increased immigration or globalization, the

WHO fact sheet No 134 also states that 70%–80% of the
population in developed countries has used some form of
alternative or complementary medicine.18 Herbal treatments
are the most popular form of traditional medicine because of
the relative ease by which they are administered, as compared
for example, to acupuncture which requires the services of
trained personnel. Plant-derived traditional medicines have
thus become very lucrative business in the international
marketplace. Annual revenues reported for the sale of
herbal medicines in Western Europe reached US$5 billion in
2003–2004, as compared to US$14 billion of same product
sales in China in 2005.18
While recognizing the potential of traditional medicine
for providing treatment solutions for various infectious and
chronic diseases, as well as the temptation that comes with big
unregulated business, WHO has called for urgency in setting
up international standards and methods for the evaluation
of safety and therapeutic efficacy of traditional medicinal
approaches. Such measures should prevent the introduction
of poor quality herbal products and facilitate the smooth introduction of traditional medicine practices into conventional
medical practices. Herein lies an added challenge, as far as
harnessing the potential of medicinal plants is concerned:
the interest in adopting therapeutic agents from traditional
medicine in the general population is indirectly proportional
to the interest of practitioners of conventional medicine for

Table 1 Ethnobotanical surveys and reviews of medicinal plants with possible anti-diabetic activity
Reference

Region covered

Validation/experimental methods

Yeh et al
Jia et al68
Atawodi69

Published reports from all over the globe
China
Africa

Gurib-Fakim19

India and Africa

Bnouham et al70

Collated data on plants with hypoglycemic effects
from every region that was reported in MEDLINE
(PubMed) over 1990-2000
Included medicinal plants that have been used
in traditional medicine in different parts of the globe
Brazil, (South America)
From all over the globe
Southern Africa
Includes plant extracts and phytochemicals from
plant materials in Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Nepal,
Sri Lanka, China, and Cameroon
Plants with anti-diabetic and related beneficial
effects originating from different parts of world
From everywhere

Randomized and non-randomized controlled clinical trials
A Chinese database for medicinal plants with anti-diabetic activity
Survey of medicinal plants with antioxidant potential of African
origin reported between 1965 and 2004. Includes those
with anti-diabetic activity
Provides an overview of some plants with well-known profiles
of anti-diabetic properties
Included only studies that tested plant extracts in pre-clinical tests

24

Jung et al71
Khalil et al72
Evans73
Afolayan and Sunmonu74
Begum et al75

Kavishankar et al76
Patel et al77
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Have reported experimental or clinical anti-diabetic activity
In vitro antioxidant assays
Pre-clinical and clinical trials
In vivo bioassays
Screened anti-diabetic efficacy using non-diabetic, type 1,
and type 2 diabetes animal models
Literature survey
Survey of bioactive drugs and isolated compounds from plants
showing significant insulin mimetic and anti-diabetic activity
with more efficacy than conventional hypoglycemic agents
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procuring scientific evidence for the safety and effectiveness
of traditional medicine products and practices.

Reasons for poor acceptance of medicinal
plants in conventional medicine
The reasons for this disparity between the general public’s
interest in traditional medicine and the momentum for its
incorporation into modern (conventional) medicine can be
summarized as follows:
1. There is often a lack of scientific evidence for safety
and efficacy for traditional medicines: most of the
patients eager to take traditional medicine are usually
suffering from chronic and complex diseases, for which
conventional medicine neither has a cure nor a complete
understanding. Hence, the absence of a clear understanding
of the mechanisms of the alleged therapeutic effect has
hindered the advancement of many a promising herbal
medicine. Each product may contain several different
plants, each plant contributing potentially hundreds of
chemical constituents, some of which may be present in
very low concentrations. Laboratory investigations of
single components and/or every potential combination are
both impractical and costly in terms of time and money.29
Given that the chemistry and efficacy of many of the
components in the plant mixtures are relatively unknown,
patients taking the treatments might be unwittingly
exposing themselves to the risks of toxicity or overdose.
2. Poor regulations and quality controls: in the wake of the
monetary gain to be had, it is not surprising that many
of the reported side effects associated with the use of
traditional medicines come from poor quality control
in product manufacture. These can come from errors in
plant identification, poor manufacturing practices, and/
or lack of product standardization, contamination of
end products, substitution, or incorrect preparations or
dosage. Hence, there is a need for proper regulation of
both manufacture and use of herbal medicines.
3. Variation in source plant materials and resulting medicinal
products: the constituents of traditional phytopreparations are often affected by environmental factors such
as light, temperature, soil quality, period, and time of
harvest, as well as the age of the plant.30,31 These factors
complicate the process of producing consistent medicinal
products, let alone producing them in sufficient quantities for medicinal use or for testing purposes.32 Again,
the natural and man-imposed variations in source plants
highlight the need for proper product standardization in
plant medicines.
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4. False belief in the safety of herbals: there is an unfortunate
false perception with many members of the general
public that traditional medicinal products are safer
because they are prepared from natural sources without
much processing.33 In reality, plant-derived secondary
metabolites are far from being benign molecules,
especially considering that several of them were evolved
as chemical defenses that can repel, stun, poison, or
kill other species.19 As with conventional medicines,
traditional medicines must be judiciously prescribed and
used, such that there is a clear and unequivocal awareness
of potential herb–herb and herb–drug interactions.
5. Lack of venture capital investors, high risk, and high
costs: in comparison to conventional medicinal products
where development typically takes an average of 12 years
and costs hundreds of millions of US dollars/euros,34
subjecting the complex mixtures in phytopreparations
to the same product development process would take
significantly longer time periods and incur greater costs.
As explained above, screening each of the components
or combinations of the chemicals in the complex plant
mixture as it is done for conventional medicines would be
impractical and too expensive. Even with technological
developments that render the process more cost effective,
the researchers cannot take out proprietary rights over a
tree or its fruit, as there is no way to prevent others from
growing a particular plant for personal use.35 For fear
of making small returns on their investments, venture
capital is often not prepared to put up the amounts of
money required for analyzing and standardizing herbal
medicines.
In spite of these reservations, we believe that if the right
scientific methods are applied, medicinal plants with already
established anti-diabetic properties in traditional medicine
may yet prove to be valuable resources for innovative,
evidence-based, and effective treatment solutions for the
disease.

Verification of efficacy and safety
of medicinal plants as anti-diabetic
agents
Identification and drug development
strategies starting from plant materials
State-of-the-art screening for bioactivity in natural products
is a ‘top down’ approach, starting with the larger units, for
example, whole plant material, and working down to the specific fractions or combinations responsible for the bioactivity
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of interest. Briefly, the source plant materials are collected
and preprocessed for ease of obtaining the ‘working mixture’.
The ‘working mixture’ is used here to refer to the form administered for therapeutic purposes and can be in the form of
powders, teas or infusions, decoction, juice, tincture, or poultice. Initial preparations of the working mixture for analyses
involve concentration (for the liquid forms) or extraction with
suitable solvents and concentration of the resulting extract (for
the solid or viscous forms). The concentrated plant extract and
fractionations there-of can then be tested in vivo as in preclinical animal tests or in controlled clinical trials; or in in vitro
tests based on pre-defined bioassays for the evaluation of their
bioactivity, as illustrated in Figure 1. Ideally, any therapeutic
claims for either the complex mixtures of phytotherapies or
isolated phytochemicals would be confirmed or refuted in
randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trials.
There are several approaches to choosing source plant
materials. With increasing knowledge of the molecular
processes underlying disease states, and astronomical
improvements in separation and compound identification
technologies, many pharmaceutical companies embarked
on randomly selecting source plants, followed by in vitro,
mechanism-based, high throughput screening (HTS) in the
initial phases of plant drug research (refer to C in Figure 1).
The poor harvest from this random endeavor was the basis for
Confirmed
D
Traditional knowledge
Anecdotal evidence

Randomized
controlled
clinical
studies

A

R
Refuted

B (bioassay-guided screening)

C (phytochemical
analysis/isolation of
pure compounds)

C2
In vitro
tests

C1
Animal
studies

R
Refuted

Figure 1 Idealized process for evaluating the efficacy of medicinal plant materials.
Traditional herbal drugs can either be directly assessed in clinical trials (A), or used
as a basis for bio-prospecting (B), or subjected to pre-clinical animal experiments
and in vitro studies related to their ethnopharmacological indications (B). Finally, the
pharmacological effect of the plant extract is either refuted (R) or confirmed (D)
in the clinical studies. Similarly, empirical data obtained from B and C are either
refuted during the animal experiments and in vitro studies in C1 or confirmed or
refuted via C2 in randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled clinical studies.
Reprinted from J Ethnopharmacol. 122, Gertsch J. How scientific is the science in
ethnopharmacology? Historical perspectives and epistemological problems. 177–183.
Copyright 2009. with permission from Elsevier.36
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advocating source plant selection based on the ethnomedical
approach.37 The argument for using ethnomedicinal use as
basis of choice of starting material is that physicians of the
ancient world utilized botanical medicines to treat diabetes.
As such, a systematic and intensive search for new drugs to
treat T2D amongst medicinal plants with a long history of
human use would be practical, cost-effective, and logical.
More recently, phylogenetic frameworks have served as
a basis for the selection of plants for medicine and drug
development,20 as evolutionarily-related medicinal plants
may represent better sources (both in quality and quantity)
of the desired bioactive agents.

Current technical challenges
with harnessing the potential
in medicinal plants
Dependency on in vitro bioassays

However the starting material is chosen, the success of
modern drug development programs is very dependent
on which in vitro bioassays are used during HTS. In the
in vitro bioassays, specific biological processes or reactions
are set up outside the living system, such that the workings
of individual proteins or pathways can be tested in a test
tube. Examples of some of the in vitro bioassays involving
molecular targets important for treating diabetes are outlined
below. Advances in molecular biology and in automation
have made it possible for researchers to design and carry
out millions of such assays. Through this step, active
compounds which modulate a particular aspect of a biomolecular pathway or the activity of a specific protein
are rapidly identified to provide an understanding of the
mechanisms of action or roles for individual components
in biochemical processes. The earliest in vitro bioassays
were more of ‘the single hit’ type, used for investigating
compounds that might have antibacterial and antifungal
activity. With increasing interest in finding therapeutic
agents for complex syndromes like cancer, diabetes, and
neurological diseases, came the necessity to avoid overpredictive claims of bioactivity and hence batteries of test
systems replaced the single test.38 The diversification in
bioassay systems brought substantial increases in the costs
of the drug development process. In spite of the drawbacks
inherent with in vitro tests, that is, their ineffectiveness
for addressing issues of drug transport from the site of
administration to the site of action, or issues of secondary
metabolism after drug administration, the application of
HTS has provided several successful ‘hits’ or relevant drug
candidates in the past.
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However, a major drawback with HTS is that there is the
absolute requirement for a target or reference logical entity
(this could be a cell, protein, or an animal embryo) that the
screening is conducted upon. In other words, drug discovery
often begins with a known biological target.
Therefore, the well-characterized/established bioassay
set-up emphasizes finding new drugs to known targets,
but leaves no room for innovative treatments with hitherto
unknown targets or mechanisms.
It is therefore not surprising that in the current glucosecentric environment of diabetes care and management,
bioassays for anti-diabetic agents target compounds/treatment
solutions that are hypoglycemic or modify one of the several
proteins already implicated in the pathophysiology of
diabetes. The rationales for some of the in vitro bioassays
used for identifying agents useful for anti-diabetes therapy
include:
A. Stimulation of insulin release from pancreatic cells
presented as isolated islets of Langerhans39 or as cultured
islet beta-cell lines.40 In this bioassay, insulin release into
the culture filtrates is measured by radioimmunoassay and
compared in samples collected before and after treating
the cells with the test substances. Three out of 32 plant
species used in Ayurvedic medicine for treating diabetes
tested positive when subjected to this test.39
B. Inhibition of glucose absorption from the intestine is tested
in bioassays designed to measure alpha-amylase or alphaglucosidase inhibitory activity. The rationale behind this
approach is to treat diabetes using agents which inhibit
these enzymes that convert complex dietary carbohydrates
into absorbable sugar molecules. The resulting inhibition
of glucose uptake should decrease postprandial hyperglycemia and the glucose stress diabetics are subjected
to. The in vitro bioassay method is based on measuring
the rate of sugar release. This concept was used to test
lipophilic extracts of six Malaysian species, of which
Phyllanthus amarus showed significant inhibition of
alpha-amylase. The activity came primarily from the
triterpenes – ursolic and oleanolic acids.41 Similarly, the
inhibition of ß-glucosidase by extracts of Shorea robusta
Gaertn. and Emblica officinalis Gaertn., was determined
by measuring the amount of p-nitrophenol liberated from
the substrate p-nitrophenyl-ß-D-glucopyranoside.42
C. Promotion of glucose utilization in isolated tissues and
cells, notably by adipocytes. A hot water extract of
Lagerstroemia speciosa leaves was found to stimulate
glucose uptake in cultured 3T3-L1 adipocytes. The
observation was interpreted as suggesting that treatment
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with the plant extract would reduce plasma glucose levels
and the concomitant glucose stress, which the surrounding
cells and tissues would have been subjected to.43
D. Decreased renal reabsorption of glucose by blocking the
sodium-glucose co-transporters (SGLTs).44 SGLTs are
found predominantly in the intestines, kidneys, and
recently in the brain,45 where they avidly drive the
accumulation of glucose against a concentration gradient,
due to the presence of inward sodium electrochemical
potential gradients across the cell membrane.46,47 The most
prevalent and functionally important SGLT in the kidney
is SGLT2, where it accounts for 90% of glucose reabsorption in the kidney and has attracted a great deal of interest
in the field of diabetes. The possibility of modulation of
the SGLT system via anti-sense molecules or inhibition
with antagonists is being evaluated in Phase III clinical
trials. It is interesting that the discovery of SGLTs was
as targets for Phlorizin, a dihydrochalcone first isolated
from the bark of apple trees by French chemists. It was
found to induce hypoglycemia in dogs without affecting
insulin levels.48 The rationale behind anti-diabetes therapy
based on SGLT2-inhibition is that by attenuating renal
glucose reabsorption, postprandial hyperglycemia can be
reduced and the development of diabetes complication
prevented or slowed down, without necessarily involving
insulin activity.49
E. PPAR alpha, PPAR delta, and PPAR gamma agonists:
the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs)
are lipid-activated transcription factors belonging to
the nuclear receptor superfamily, which includes three
distinct subtypes – PPARα, PPARγ, and PPARδ(β).
Stimulation of PPARα increases the synthesis of healthy
high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), PPARγ
plays a critical role in promoting lipid storage,50 while
PPARδ suppresses macrophage-derived inflammation,
enhances fatty acid catabolism, and energy uncoupling
in adipose tissue and muscle.51 These properties suggest
that stimulants for the PPARs will increase energy
expenditure, enhance weight loss, and therefore enforce
desirable anti-diabetic effects. Peroxisome agonists were
selected in a HTS using a cell-based trans-activation
assay. Hits were defined as compounds that induced
luciferase activity in cells transiently cotransfected with
luciferase reporter gene plasmid containing the GAL4
binding element and a chimeric plasmid consisting of
the yeast GAL4 DNA-binding domain fused to the ligand
binding domain of PPARdelta. Specificity for PPARdelta
was later determined by testing the promising compounds
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in in vitro assays, where the ligand binding domain in
the co-transfected chimeric plasmid originated from
PPARalpha, PPARgamma, or the Retinoid X receptor.
F. TGR5 agonists: when activated by bile acids, the G
protein-coupled receptor TGR5 drives increased energy
expenditure in brown adipose tissue of mice fed a high
fat diet. Consistent with the role of TGR5 in promoting the dissipation of energy, is the significant weight
gain and mitochondrial dysfunction in skeletal muscle
that is observed in female TGR5 knockout mice when
challenged with a high fat diet.53 Therefore, the discovery
of phytochemicals which stimulate TGR5 and hence boost
mitochondrial function, would be relevant for preventing
and treating T2D. TGR5 agonists were selected using
stably transformed TGR5-expressing CHO cells co-transformed with CRE-driven luciferase reporter plasmids.
Upon exposure to plant extracts or 10 µM lithocholic
acid (positive control), positive hits were identified as
those with increased luminescence.54
In summary, the drug candidates which emerge from the
drug discovery process will have promising activity against
biological targets of interest, but little will be known about
their safety, toxicity, pharmacokinetics, and metabolism in
humans. In reality, some of the drugs developed within the
last decades failed to make the market due to toxicity and lack
of efficacy detected late in the drug discovery process.55 The
major reason for incurring the high costs of drug development
before rejecting the drug candidates comes from the fact
that the problems with safety and pharmacokinetics are only
detected during clinical trials that are carried out as the last
leg in the process.

Finding phytopreparations with innovative
and more effective anti-diabetic properties
As new knowledge is gathered of the molecular basis of
diabetes pathophysiology, more bioluminescence-based
bioassays like those described above in (E) and (F) can be
constructed with any target of interest and used to screen for
useful agonists amongst the thousands of plant-derived secondary metabolites. A question that we have been faced with
in studying herbals used in traditional medicine to treat diabetes is as follows: when considering an alleged anti-diabetic
phytotherapy which does not acutely reduce blood glucose
levels, will any or a combination of all of the above bioassays
be useful in revealing its mechanism(s) of action?
A case in point is the investigation of the proof of efficacy
for the so-called Rauvolfia-Citrus decoction (RC). We have
previously shown that the combination of calorie-restriction
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and chronic (6 weeks) administration of RC to genetic
diabetic (BKS-db) mice resulted in normalization of blood
glucose, reduction in lipid contents of the mice eyes, as well
as in the protection of the fragile BKS-db pancreas.56 RC is
a decoction used in Nigerian traditional medicine to treat
illnesses with diabetes-like symptoms and is prepared from
boiling foliage of Rauvolfia vomitoria and fruits of Citrus
aurantium. The BKS-db mice were used here because they
mimic human T2D with complications as expressed in their
impaired blood circulation, restricted physical activity, fragile
pancreas, and poor wound healing. In a randomized, doubleblinded, and placebo-controlled pilot clinical trial, a 4-month
administration of RC to Danish T2D patients already stabilized
on OADs, led to significant reductions in postprandial
plasma glucose and HbA1c values, without adverse effects
or significant weight loss.28 Although basal phosphorylated
acetyl CoA carboxylase was significantly reduced with RC
treatment, basal AMP-activated protein kinase expression
was unaffected, suggesting that the treatment does not
enhance beta-oxidation via AMPK activity. Neither treatment
with RC tea nor the placebo caused changes in body weight in
the study subjects. However, RC-treated individuals showed
a tendency to decreasing skeletal muscle triglycerides, while
increasing the phospholipid fraction when compared with
placebo. Therefore, most of these indications seen with
testing RC in in vivo animal and human experiments would
be missed if we had relied on using in vitro bioassays.
Interestingly, in both mice and man, the reductions in
blood glucose levels were not acute, but were seen after weeks
(with mice) and months (in man) of the treatment, suggesting
that the primary point of action of the RC therapy is not in
reducing blood glucose. Therefore, in the next section, we
advance the arguments already put forward for applying
Systems Biology (SB) technologies (pharmacogenomics,
proteomics, and metabolomics) to the understanding
and prediction of the mechanisms of action of medicinal
plants with anti-diabetic potentials in in vivo systems.57–59
Because the ’omics methods measure global profiles of
genes, proteins, and metabolites as each molecule plays its
critical role in the biology of the organism, the SB approach
simplifies and economizes the discovery of innovative antidiabetic treatment solutions.

Reductionists versus multi-targeted
approaches to drug discovery
Whereas modern drug development emphasizes the
development of a patentable single compound or a “magic
bullet” to treat a specific condition, traditional medicine
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often aims to restore balance to the whole organism by using
chemically complex materials and/or extracts from different
plants, in order to maximize a synergistic effect or to improve
the likelihood of the interaction with the intended targets.
Insofar as the specific condition under consideration is a
single symptom or pathogen, the reductionist approach to
drug selection and identification works quite well. However,
the evaluation of potential therapeutic agents for complex
disorders like diabetes demands quite different approaches.
Firstly, diabetes like other chronic and complex diseases is
multifactorial in nature. Secondly, humans vary so much
in their susceptibility that none of the genes that could
predispose people to T2D has so far been found to be
predominant.60–62 It is therefore for illnesses like diabetes
that the complex mixtures used in traditional medicine come
into their own, as they might provide different compounds
acting in synergy or pro-drugs which become activated when
metabolized.
Therefore, as already proposed by Verpoorte, 58 we
promote the suggestion that plant preparations and
phytochemicals derived from medicinal plants pre-selected
in traditional medicine be investigated in vivo for their safety
and anti-diabetic efficacy using carefully selected disease

Traditional knowledge
Anecdotal evidence

Metabolomics,
lipidomics

Clinical biochemical
analyses

model animals, or in specially-designed randomized and
placebo-controlled clinical trials. The addition advocated here
is that, in conjunction with the standard clinical biochemical
analyses of blood glucose, lipid, and toxicity measurements,
body fluids and tissue samples should be taken and analyzed
using a combination of technologies that have been developed
in the field of Systems Biology (SB). The research activities
proposed for the integrative SB-based drug discovery strategy
are illustrated in Figure 2. Apart from furnishing us with a
holistic view of the safety and efficacy of the intervention
under investigation, the specific outcomes of the SB strategy
include provision of evidenced-backed therapeutic agents,
molecular modeling of diabetes pathophysiology, savings
in time and money for drug development, and identification
of the patients’ group for whom the treatment solution is
best suited.
The SB technologies are large-scale gene, protein,
metabolite measurements, commonly referred to as the
’omics technologies (ie, pharmacogenomics, proteomics,
and metabolomics, respectively). Although lipids constitute
a subset of the metabolite fraction in cells, their unique
chemistry and importance in many metabolic diseases
such as obesity, atherosclerosis, stroke, hypertension, and

Randomized placebocontrolled clinical trials/
in vivo animal experiment

Proteomics

Integrative data analyses and
molecular modeling

Pharmacogenomics
pharmacogenetics

1. Evidenced-backed therapeutic agents
2. Molecular modeling of diabetes pathophysiology
3. Savings in time and money for drug development
4. Identification of patients’ group with the highest
efficacy

Mechanistic tests to verify
active components and/or
mechanisms of action

Figure 2 Clinical validation of medicinal plants using systems biology technologies.
Notes: The dark arrows indicate patient samples collected at the clinical trial or at in vivo pre-clinical animal experiments and sent for the different bio-analyses, while the
clear arrows indicate data and information flow for integrative data analyses and molecular modeling. Reiterative testing of individual fractions in highly discriminative in vivo
model systems or in in vitro bioassays is advocated for reliable knowledge of the mechanisms of action.
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diabetes have driven the development of special technological
platforms dedicated to lipidomics or the study of qualitative
and quantitative changes in lipid fingerprinting of selected
tissues. SB is a rapidly growing multidisciplinary field aimed
at describing and understanding complex interactions within
biological systems by analyses of the nature and quantities of
the constituent macromolecules. Special attention is given to
how the interactions give rise to the function and behavior of
the entire organism. In the last decade, increased interests in
SB technologies coupled with the development of powerful,
computer-driven, user-friendly multivariate statistics gave
reductions in costs and accelerated studies of fluxes in gene
expression and metabolite profiles within the entire organism,
as well as changes resulting from interactions between the
organism and its environment. Hence the SB approach is
now well suited for investigations of the pathophysiology and
drug development processes in diabetes, a chronic disease
resulting from complex interactions between multiple genetic
and environmental factors.

Examples of applications
of SB technologies to studying complex
systems
A few examples of studies where the different ’omics studies
have already been used for generating accurate and dynamic
pictures of the phenotype of complex mammalian systems
when subjected to environmental stimuli like exercise, food,
or parasites include:
• VO2max training response is genetically determined:
Timmons et al63 used RNA expression profiling of
skeletal muscle samples to produce a distinct 26-gene
set that predicts favorable VO2max training response.
Interestingly, the RNA expression levels of the predictor
genes (accounting for ∼50% of the total variance for
changes in maximal aerobic capacity), were stable to
exercise training in both low and high responders. Thus,
the largely higher pre-exercise levels of several of the
predictor genes found amongst the high responders,
appears to give them the greater potential of benefiting
from training.
• Gut microbiome assists humans consuming a nutenriched diet: in a randomized, parallel-group feeding
trial designed to evaluate the clinical effects of a 12-week
mixed nuts-enriched diet (30 g/day) in human subjects
with the metabolic syndrome, non-targeted metabolomics
strategy revealed unexplored metabolic pathways
impacted by the diet.64 Amongst the 20 unique chemical
markers of nut intake detected in the human urine samples,
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were glucuronide and sulfate conjugates of urolithin A
(dihydroxydibenzopyran-6-one) – the characteristic gut
microbial-derived metabolites of walnut hydrolyzable
tannins – ellagitannins (ETs). ETs are not absorbed by
humans and are not common amongst edible plants,
being confined to walnuts, pecans, cashews, hazelnuts,
and some berries. However, the microbial transformation
of the ETs within the intestinal lumen provides the more
absorbable urolithin derivatives. Here is an example of
how the gut microbiome influences human health/disease
by changing items in diet. As the authors rightly point out,
this effect of a mixed nuts diet could not be predicted or
detected without using the metabolomics strategy.
• Early detection of Schistosoma japonicum infection using
metabolite fluxes in infected mice bio-fluids.
Schistosomiasis is a chronic infectious disease affecting
about 600 million people who are exposed to the trematode, schistosome worldwide. Current diagnostic methods
are unable to detect schistosomiasis at its early stages,
such that the disease is first diagnosed via passage of
blood in urine or feces, when the parasite has established
in the human host and is causing serious complications
in various organs. Upon investigating metabolic fluxes in
mice bio-fluids and liver tissues from animals subjected to
S. japonicum infection, Wu et al65 were able to detect schistosomiasis at the third week post-infection, a week earlier
than ‘gold standard’ methods. S. japonicum infection
caused significant elevation of urinary 3-ureidopropionate,
a uracil catabolic product. Furthermore, the changes
in 3-ureidopropionate content and overall metabolic
changes in both urinary and plasma samples were closely
correlated with the time-course of disease progression.
As with other technologies used for investigating
biological systems, there is the risk of artifacts, false positives
and negatives, as well as several technological challenges
that need to be managed and mitigated. Firstly, apart from
pharmacogenomics/transcriptomics which provide genomewide representations based on chip technology, none of the
other ‘omic platforms provide comprehensive coverage of all
the metabolites in plasma or muscle samples. In proteomics
and metabolomics, the general practice is to either focus on
the abundant varieties or target specific groups. Secondly,
detecting specific cause−effect relationships between the
many RNA, protein, lipid, and metabolite changes generated
as a result of physiological adaptations to the environmental
stimuli can be daunting. The temptation is to focus on the
variance attributable to the stronger signals, even though
they may not be the important underlying factors. Therefore,
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no single ‘omic approach is comprehensive by itself; we
propose that it is the integration and comparison of all the
’omics platforms that brings the added value to applying SB
methodology to studying medicinal plants.

Advantages with the SB-based approach
to drug development starting from plant
materials
The advantages of the proposed methodology are that:
1. SB approach provides internally consistent explanations
of whole body energy homeostasis: nontargeted
metabolomics of body fluids of study subjects undergoing
placebo-controlled clinical trials have the potential for
providing novel biomarkers of the disease, as well as
revealing biomarkers of drug efficacy. Contextualization
of the metabolomics results is enhanced by integration of
study data from the clinical biochemical analyses and the
other ’omic platforms, namely pharmacogenomics and
lipidomics, thus linking the fluxes in the metabolites and
genes to relevant biochemical pathways and processes.
Combinations of metabolomics and transcriptomics data
have been used to successfully investigate T2D-specific
biomarkers in genetically diabetic mice.66
2. The components of SB approach serve as internal checks
for one another. As each of the ’omics technology is run
independent of the other and independent of the routine
biochemical analyses, the fluxes in one form of analysis
should be consistent with the findings in the others. For
example, if our Rauvolfia-Citrus28,56 treatment really
brings about reduction of skeletal muscle triglycerides
in a lipid profile analysis (detected by lipid profiling of
skeletal muscle), there ought to be increased expression
of skeletal muscle genes involved in lipid breakdown
(detected by pharmacogenomics of skeletal muscle),
that should also influence plasma lipid levels (detected
in routine clinical biochemical analyses).
3. The SB approach results in substantial reductions in drug
development costs in time and money as the effects of
the different components in the investigational medicine
on both desired targets and on off-targets are spotted in
the one trial.67 This means that the go/no-go decision can
be made much earlier in the drug development process.
The different compounds within one herbal preparation may provide important combination therapies that
simultaneously affect multiple pharmacological targets
and provide clinical efficacy well beyond that achievable
with single component-based drugs. The verification of
the identified contributions from individual components
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can then be rationalized in specifically designed in vitro
and/or in vivo bio-guided assays.

Conclusion
Most of the plant-derived compounds that have been
found to be medicinally useful and interesting tend to be
secondary metabolites. Not only have medicinal plants
provided raw material for innovative and useful treatment
solutions, but the unique biochemistry of the secondary
metabolites and their interactions with ligands have
provided pointers for (novel) rational drug development
that would otherwise not be intuitive to the chemist. The
application of the SB approach to investigating drug safety
and efficacy within the context of the entire living system
can in principle be applied in any drug development
process. However, the administration of random synthetic
compounds to humans may be dangerous as the study
subjects will be exposed to the same safety issues of
unacceptable toxicity, responsible for the current crisis
facing modern drug development. This is why medicinal
plants that have been selected through hundreds of years of
empirical findings in traditional medicine are well suited
to being investigated with the SB approach. The story of
Phlorizin, its effects on the kidney for glucose regulation,
and current efforts to modulate that regulatory system via
pharmacological means, is a good example of an innovative
anti-diabetic treatment based on medicinal plants. Given
the increased advantage of investigating medicinal plants
for anti-diabetic properties by integrating the ’ omics
technologies with randomized and placebo-controlled
clinical studies, we wish to reiterate with Moerman
(cited in Gertsch36) that although ‘the low-hanging fruits
(of Ethnopharmacology) have already been picked’, the
chances are now increased for discovering innovative and
more effective phytotherapies. An added advantage of the
SB approach is that the findings will enhance the quality
and integrity of affordable traditional medicines that are
already within reach in the poorer developing world. The
suggested strategy is not intended to imply that current
in vitro bioassay-based approaches become redundant.
On the contrary, the SB-driven drug discovery approach
should only be introduced at the beginning of the drug
development process to filter out noise and assist in the
identification of those truly novel therapeutic principles.
All the fractions/compounds indicated by the SB-‘fishing’
procedure will need to be validated. In the validation
phase, there may be the necessity of designing new in vitro
bioassays, but there will also be the need to use some of
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the well-established tests that target different aspects of
diabetes pathophysiology.
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